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Market is Unwilling to Go Higher

Nepali stock market has been declining since mid April and it is still showing its reluctance to make some
gains. Looking at the way market is unfolding in recent months gives clear indication that investor’s
confidence has corroded. Failed attempt to breach above 1700 region in August was an indication that buyers
were getting weaker. And a break below 1540 last month fueled the selling momentum.
The 6 months daily Nepse chart shows that Nepse index is moving inside a down trending channel. During
mid-September Nepse bounced from the lower trend line of a down trending channel showing some interests
upward. But, unfortunately, Nepse’s
gain was capped around 1555, which
was a significant region. Selling
pressure escalated then after. At the
time of writing Nepse index is on
verge of testing 1480 one more time.
Break out of the channel on the
downside would mean that the
falling rate would be more intense
than we have been witnessing. Wide
ranges of technical indicators are
negative regarding the market
direction. Nepse index trades well
below 6-day and 31-day moving
average. Negative line of ADX is
above the ADX line and the positive
line which suggests market is down
trending.
MACD lines are in negative territory indicating negative market conditions. ATR rose on Sunday indicating
higher volatility in Nepse index.

Future Outlook
Till date, Nepse has not shown any signs of upside reversals. In fact it is difficult to tell exact reversal point of
the market. For the present moment 1480 can be taken as an immediate support level. Upon breaking this
immediate support, market might face extended selling pressure. On the other hand stability above 1550 will
be an optimistic scenario for the market. Wait and watch would be an appropriate strategy for now.
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MARKET PERFORMANCE
NEPSE Top 5 Companies by Traded Shares
1
2

NMB Sulav Investment Fund-1
Siddhartha Equity Oriented
Scheme
Janata Bank
Nepal Bank
Sanima Bank

3
4
5

NEPSE Top 5 Companies by Market CAP

788,799.00
673,937.00
523,071.00
507,332.00
432,837.00

1

Nepal Telecom

108,600,000.00

2

Standard Chartered

88,326,015.75

3

Nabil Bank

77,009,562.15

4
5

Everest Bank
Nepal Life Insurance

69,518,246.60
61,618,929.64

NEPSE Top 5 Companies by No. of Transactions
1
2
3
4
5

Nepal Investment Bank
Himalayan Power Partner
Nepal Life Insurance
Sanima Bank
Standard Chartered Bank

NEPSE Top 5 Companies by Turnover

4,387.00
3,215.00
2,733.00
2,261.00
2,202.00

1
2
3
4
5

Nepal Investment Bank
Nepal Life Insurance
Nabil Bank
Nirthan Utthan Bank
Standard Chartered Bank

NEPSE Top Leaders
1
2
3
4
5

Kankai Bikash Bank
Hamro Bikash Bank
United Finance
Chilime Hydropower
Progressive Finance

195
178
250
760
207

227
197
276
833
226

16.41%
10.67%
10.40%
9.61%
9.18%

10th
September
22,057.37

4th
October
22,775.39

NASDAQ

6,432.26

6,585.36

2.38

NIKKEI

19,545.77

20,628.56

5.54

SENSEX

31,882.16

31,592.03

-0.91

7,413.59

7,507.99

1.27

DJI

FTSE 100

NEPSE Top Laggers
1
2
3
4
5

Laxmi Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha
Kuber Merchant Finance
Mithila Laghubitta Bikash Bank
Nerude Laghubitta Bikash Bank
NIBL Samriddhi Fund-1

2,007
207
1,387
1,345
12.50

%
Change
3.26

NEPSE High
NEPSE Low
NEPSE Close
Total Average turnover per day
Total Average share Traded per day
Total Average transactions per day

Indices
Index
NEPSE Index
Sensitive
Float
Sensitive Float
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1,663 -17.14%
181 -12.56%
1,250
-9.88%
1,225
-8.92%
11.40
-8.80%

NEPSE Summary: 10th September to 4th October,2017

Global Indices
Indices

303,855,384.00
296,624,790.00
248,055,636.00
218,344,657.00
196,058,543.00

10th
September
1,519.66
319.23
109.97
97.75

4th
October
1,542.65
323.87
111.65
99.28

%
Change
1.51
1.45
1.53
1.57
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1,556.35
1,493.20
1,542.65
480,429,719
980,516
5,310
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In the review period, NEPSE rose 22 points (1.51%) to close at 1542.65. Sensitive index, which gauzes the performance
of A class stocks climbed 1.45% to close at 323.87. Similarly float index surged 1.53% to hover around 111.65 regions.
Sensitive float index inched up 1.57% to remain at 99.28.
In the global stock market, NIKKEI, Tokyo based stock exchange outperformed the rest of the major stock indices which
gained 5.54% to close at 19545.77. SENSEX of India was the worst performer which dropped 0,91% to stay at 31,882.16
level.

PRICE ADJUSTMENT
Company Name

Stock Symbol

Nabil Bank Promoter

NABILP

Nabil Bank

Adjusted Price (Nrs.)

Adjusted for

908.00

30% Bonus

NABIL

1,254.00

30% Bonus

Mero Microfinance

MERO

1,788.00

30% Bonus

Om Development Bank

ODBL

314.00

30% Rights

First Microfinance Development Bank

FMDBL

908.00

15% Bonus

Neco Insurance

NIL

944.00

10% Bonus

Nepal Community Development Bank

NCDB

196.00

120% Rights

Nepal Investment Bank

NIB

664.00

15% Bonus

Nepal Investment Bank Promoter

NIBPO

580.00

15% Bonus

Sanima Bank

SANIMA

341.00

16% Bonus

CORPORATE EVENTS
Bonus/Rights/M&A/AGM ETC.
Global IME Capital Limited

Others

100% (15 lakh units) right issue of Arun Finance has been
closed.
125% (16.52 lakh units) right issue of General Finance has
been opened from Bhadra 27 till Ashwin 30, 2074.

NIC Asia Bank’s 20th AGM has approved 20% bonus share.

50% (3.50 lakh units) right issue of Kabeli Bikash Bank has
been opened from 18th Bhadra till Kartik 15, 2074.
Global IME Bank announced 10% stock & 10% cash
dividend.
Nepal Bangladesh Bank announced 12% stock & 3.79% cash
dividends.

200% (23 lakh units) right issue of RSDC Laghubitta has been opened from
Ashwin 2 till Kartik 5, 2074.
Everest Insurance’s 600% right share added in SEBON pipeline for
approval.
65% (2.97 crore units) right issue of Mega Bank has been opened from
Bhadra 27 till Ashwin 30, 2074.
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United Finance announced 19% stock dividends & foreign partnership
with India’s Muthoot Finance.
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FORTNIGHTLY GONE BY: MARKET OUTLOOK
MACRO-ECONOMIC INDICATOR
 Nepal’s trade deficit has been steadily on the rise due to the imbalance in import and export. Due to the big gap
between import and export, Nepal’s trade deficit in the first two months of the current fiscal year 2017/18 has
surged by 9.71 percent as compared to the corresponding period of last FY, according to statistics maintained by
the Department of Customs (DoC).
 Nepal’s economy has become competitive in the global market in recent years, states a recent report prepared
by World Economic Forum (WEF). According to the report, Nepal’s economy has climbed 10 places among the
list of competitive nations in world market in the year 2017/18. With four points, Nepal currently stands 88th
among 137 nations in the rankings published by the WEF.
 The Indian government has decided to waive the goods and service tax (GST) on the commodities Nepal and
Bhutan have been supplying to the third countries via its land.
 Nepal's Maoist party announced Tuesday an alliance with the largest communist bloc, ahead of key elections
seen as the final step in the Himalayan nation's post-war transition to a federal democracy.

DEBT MARKET


NRB is to issue two treasury bills of Nrs. 360 crore on 23 Ashwin 2074. T-bills of 28 and 91days will be issued on the
mentioned date. Maturity dates of the above T-bills are on 2074/07/21 and 2074/09/25 respectively.

REGULATORY SYNOPSIS



Nepal Stock Exchange (Nepse) has decided to adjust the secondary market price of listed companies if they decide to
provide cash dividend of more than 10 per cent of their market price.
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INVESTO SCHOOL
Understanding Basic of Algorithmic Trading
The concept of Algorithmic trading is not new in the
sophisticated markets with the development that is taking
place since the introduction of Electronic Communication
Networks (ECNs) in late 1980. At present, Algorithmic
trading accounts for about 30-40% of all trade.
Nepalese capital market is mostly equity oriented and
online trading platform is yet to develop. It has been over a
decade of introduction of Commodities market and it is
still trying to find its legal existence. For those who have
traded in the Commodities must have placed the limit buy
and sell order and see their order executed next, they must
have felt the beauty of Algo trading.
Algorithmic trading refers to automated electronic trading
subject to quantitative rules and user-specified
benchmarks and constraints. It provides the trading
worldliness through the computer programs/software
inbuilt with algorithms that presumes investment
fundamental and technical appliances. Algorithms are the
mathematical formulas and models. The term algo trading,
robo-trading, quantitative trading, black box trading etc.
are synonymously used.

requires to be monitored, so that the portfolio does not
become over-concentrated in sectors. This might happen if
certain sectors are more liquid than others.
Algorithmic
trading
functions
on
the
strategies/parameters/algorithms as specified by the
human. Based on these, software will auto executes the
trades. To understand this in a simplistic way, suppose we
programmed the system to buy the stock automatically
when its 50-days moving average goes above the 200-days
moving average and sell it when opposite happens. This
way several strategies can be designed. Common Algo
trading strategies includes trend following/momentum
strategies that follows trends in moving averages, channel
breakouts, price level movements and related technical
indicators, mean reversion strategy that assumes the
prices to revert to their mean value, arbitrage
opportunities that profits from price differences in
different markets.
The other basis of categorizing the algorithmic trading
strategies could be into logical participation strategies,
opportunistic strategies and specialized strategies.

The objective of Algo trading is to exploit market patterns 1. Logical participation strategies include simple logical
participation strategies and implementation shortfall
of trading volume so as to execute order with
strategies.
controlled/minimal risks and costs rather than to maximize
Simple logical participation strategies break larger orders
profits. Especially the large order if executed at once could
into smaller pieces to minimize market/price impact. It is
greatly impact the market/prices. Algo trade breaks the
further classified as follows:
large chunk of trade into smaller pieces to accommodate
normal market flow and minimize market impact. It is  Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) Strategy; VWAP is
the weighted average price at which trade are executed
expected to maintain market liquidity and execute the
during the day, weighted based on the day’s trading
trade at best possible prices. This automated process can
volumes. These strategy seeks to match or beat the day’s
take away certain human errors though
VWAP. The historical daily volume pattern is used as the
base to determine how to allocate the trade over the day.
 Time Weighted Average Price (TWAP) Strategy; It seeks to
match or beat TWAP benchmark, trading at a constant
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volume. This strategy is often used for a thinly traded stock
that has volatile, unpredictable intraday trading volume.
 Percent of Volume Strategy; This strategy trades a set
percentage of normal trading volume until the trade is
completed.

money out of the loss of the unsophisticated traders. HFT
is highly debated on several cases and one is the conviction
over the flash crash that time and again has happened in
the market. Flash crash refers to the extreme and quick fall
in prices of securities/assets.

Algorithmic trading including the HFT is not risk free. Below
Implementation Shortfall Strategies, or arrival price
are some common risks associated;
strategies seek to jointly minimize market impact and
opportunity (missed trade) cost. Trade are generally front An error at a relatively small algorithmic trading firm may
loaded in order to take advantage of higher liquidity early
cascade throughout the market, amplifying systematic risk
in the trading day (80% of transactions are believed to take
through direct errors or reactions of other algorithms to
place within the first hour of trading).
the errors.
2. Opportunistic strategies are not designed to fill order but
 Algorithmic trading desks may face a significant amount of
seek to grab opportunities like mispricing or temporary
risk intraday without transparency and robust controls.
liquidity.
 Internal controls may not have kept pace with speed and
market complexity.
3. Specialized Strategies include hunter strategies, where the
 Without adequate controls, losses can accumulate and
size of the order or portion seeking execution is adjusted
spread rapidly.
to take advantage of changing market liquidity; market-onOne of the main issues of algorithmic trading is that it lacks
close, which targets the closing price as execution price;
and smart routing, which monitors multiple markets and
the analytical skills and psychological behavioral as
routes the order to the most liquid market.
possessed by the investors/traders. Trading is significantly
affected by the emotional and cognitive biases of the
One of the special form of the Algorithmic trading is the
human. These biases include conservatism, illusion of
High Frequency Trading (HFT). HFT uses complex
control, loss aversion, mental accountings etc. These
algorithms on powerful computer system that has the
behavioral biases also determine the investors/traders
capacity to execute large orders at very fast speeds like
types and the types of securities most suitable to them.
fractions of second. Among its key features are highly
Human emotions and sentiments are required in order to
sophisticated algorithms, co-location and very short-term
view and predict the markets and make investment
investment horizons. Beside, HFT has the capacity to
decisions in much rational ways. Algos program are like a
collect, process, analyse and act to the huge market
robot that only functions on the quant developed by
information and data that is received electrically at a split
human. They rely on the assumptions that the historical
of second, which for human is not possible to be expected
indicators and trends will follow in the future and these are
manually. Since HFT acts much faster than anybody else, it
not always true. Sometimes markets react opposite to
can substantially increase the possibility of findings profits
every good fundamental and technical parameter.
than others and staying away from any crisis or losses.
Usually it make up the low profit margin with
incredibly high trade volumes numbering in the millions.
The other benefit of HFT is it provide liquidity into the
markets. The cons of the HFT is that it is costly and normal
traders may not afford it. This increase the advantages to
the sophisticated traders having access of HFT who makes
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The absence of human emotions could be biggest pros in
other way as it maintains disciplines in trade and
investments. Emotional and cognitive behavior mostly
leads to irrational judgements costing huge losses. Algo
software remains stick to the principles and make trade
systematic and efficient one.
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Algorithms has evolved over a centuries in various
quantitative forms/models. The system/programs is being
developed, back-tested and new ideas has been
incorporated. The simplistic forms of algorithms to HFT are
there for assess the business and trading house.

Algorithmic trading is certain to take away the job of the
large human chunk in the Finance and Investment desks in
the near future. In Wall Street these robots has already
replaced millions of job. The algorithm has provided great
comfort saving time, energy and costs. The software inbuilt
with algorithms could be purchased in the markets and can
be downloadable too. Though this may not be easily
available in our markets but we can believe in a near future
to be acquainted ourselves with algorithms.

Disclaimer: All of the content published on this Communiqué is based on internal data, publicly published data and other available
information believed to be reliable. The information contained in this document is meant for general purposed only without warranty of any
kind. The information/data herein alone is not sufficient and shouldn’t be used for the development, analysis or implementation of an
investment strategy.
The investments discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one
input into formulating an investment opinion. Additional inputs should include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer
(or solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the securities/ instruments mentioned or an official confirmation. Global IME Capital Limited is not
responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on account of information contained in this report. This report does not
purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units.
Investing in the stock market may have large potential risks involved in which you can lose some or all your money. You, the reader and not
Global IME Capital Ltd, are solely responsible for any losses, financial or otherwise, as a result of trading stocks.

Global IME Capital Limited
3rd Floor, Rastriya Naach Ghar
Jamal, Kathmandu, Nepal
Contact No:. +977-01-4222460, 4261178, 4223593
Fax No.: +977-01-4222534
Email: info@gicl.com.np
Website: www.globalimecapital.com
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